Low-Cost System for Managing of Tool’s Storage
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Abstract: Companies with custom production often need to store a lot of unique tools. Amount of these tools is always increasing. That can lead to problems with storing of these tools. Storages are often overfull and unorganized. In those cases, it takes a lot of time to find specific tool, and it is an issue which generates many other wastes. Because software solutions for storage management which can resolve this problem are expensive, companies cannot afford to buy them. This problem is calling for some low-cost solutions to manage these storages. Solutions cheap and simple that every company can afford to implement. This low-cost solution could be a system of storage control, based on paper cards with simple database. This article shows how to implement the card system to unorganized storage and how can this system improve storage management, establish order and reduce waste in storage. This all is proven by a case study in glass making company at storage of wooden forms for parts made by glassblowing, that study is also included.
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1. Introduction

In companies with custom production there are often technologies which need to have lots of unique tools. In many cases tools are stored for use in future. Acquiring new tools could cause problems in storage system. If there is poorly organized storage system, that can lead to wastes. First waste can be waiting, because long time for find a right tool could cause a manufacturing stop. Second waste is manipulation, tools are often stacked on piles, so if one needs to be taken others must be manipulated with too. Last issue of these storages is that sometimes employees cannot find a specific tool so they make a new one. That leads to doubled tools and if there are more tools in the storage, the storage is more and more unsystematic, and that leads to bigger and bigger wastes. Optimization of storages is often done only in form of new layout or in rearranging of tools [1-3].

This article is focused on reduction of wastes, caused by wrong storage of big amounts of unique tools in custom production, and implementation of low cost storage managing system. Article also includes a case study in storage of wooden forms for glassblowing.
must also include anomalies like for example dimension difference after use or if tool replaced it can have different outside dimensions.

Tools can be also divided to some basic categories, some tools can be used for different activities or there can be different shapes of tools and so on. For these categories is usable to find out what the ideal way of storage is – if usual shelves are good enough or if there is some better opinion. Main result must be that every tool has its own position and every tool can be taken without moving other tools. Type and number of shelves is determined by dimensions of tools. It is good to look at increasing trend of tools per year and make capacity of storage big enough to be in this state for more than few months.

Next step is to make good layout of shelves and decide where which tool will be. Best solution is to make analysis by Pareto [6] or ABC analysis [7-9]. Most used tools should be put to the front area of storage to reduce the distance of walking. Shelves must be named and signed for better orientation (on the mark of the shelf can be also written the type of tools which are inside the shelf).

2.1 Card system of storage management

Card system is for better orientation in storage. Every tool has its own card, on the card is identification of the tool (name, number, etc.), type of the tool and location in storage. On the card can be also other information (for example dates of elimination or recovery of tool).

Card system is visualized on [Figure 1]. When a tool is inside of a shelf the card is in the shelf too. After taking the tool to production the card is placed on a board near to the entrance into the storage. When you look on the board you can see how many and which tools are in the manufacturing at the moment. When manufacturing is done and tools are returning to the storage, cards with location of each tool are recovered from the board and can be immediately used to put the tool into right place in storage without any searching.

In case that a tool is in manufacturing and a new tool is being assigned to a place, there is second type of card, this card is called “occupied”, it is used for marking of empty place in a shelf while tool is located in manufacturing. It prevents from having two or more tools on one place.

2.2 Database

There is need for database of tools to the card system work better. Simple chart database where a list of all tools is enough. Database also including all basic information about the tool, its location in the storage and its state. The state of tool says where the tool is. It shows if is in manufacturing, or in storage, or if is broken and new one needs to be made.

When demand comes to a manager he can see in this database if the tool is ready for use or not. And he knows where exactly the tool is located. He can get the tool without searching. Only issue here is that every worker which can change the state of tool must also immediately change the state in this database. Otherwise information will not be correct.

2.3 Case study

This theory was proven on a case study in glass
manufacturing company, which makes almost only custom production of glass and metals assemblies. This case is focused on storage of wooden forms for parts made by glassblowing.

As it is seen on [Figure 2] forms are stored on top of each other. Often there are forms stored on the floor. Whole storage area is in a basement and shelves are without signs. That leads to possible wastes. As it was written above there is waste of several types like waiting till form is found, manipulation with others forms to get the demanded form. And production of forms which were not found, but they are in the storage. Big problem here was that only one person knows where which form could be. In a situation when this person was ill, other employees searched for specific wooden form more than one hour. Other issue was also a bad environment of storing. There was high humidity and it condensed on metal pipes. This water dripped on forms on several places. Forms were destroyed by water, mushrooms, and insects, rapidly faster than they could be destroyed in a dry storage. These destroyed forms were often still in storage until production needed them and it was found that these forms are broken as it is on [Fig. 3].

After quick analysis of storage, a visualization of wooden forms lifecycle, for better knowledge of storage processes and production needs, was done. At first was all things which have nothing to
In the area of storage, a lot of old materials, some broken forms, and NOK products were eliminated. Because there was no list of all forms in the storage, they had to be counted and measured manually. The results showed that there are approximately 3500 wooden forms in the storage, with dimensions ranging from a few centimetres to 75 cm in all three ways. The forms were divided into categories based on their height: small forms (up to 15 cm), medium forms (15–35 cm), and big forms (more than 35 cm). Additional categories included thin but high forms, which were found in small amounts.

Next, the data from the information system was analyzed. Since there was only data for parts and not for forms, the Pareto and ABC analysis was used to get a better overview of which types or forms are most used. The main parameter of ABC analysis is the number of orders for each form. Table 2 shows the results of ABC analysis for all forms in the storage, with categories A, B, and C divided into three groups: 0–35%, 35–80%, and 80–100%. These groups could be used for ordering and storage.

During the analysis, it was decided to categorize the storage by the type of parts that can be made with wooden forms. The demanded length of shelves for each category of forms was calculated for the purchase of new shelves. To the width of each form, an additional 15% was added due to outside dimensions that can vary by approximately 5% when the form is remade. The next 10% can be caused by other factors.
wood swelling [10, 11] after wet form is returned to the shelf from manufacturing. To this length 2 more centimetres were added for manipulation space. Then all lengths of forms were summed. After summarization the needed length of shelves for each group of forms was known. By reviewing history, there is expected increase of approximately 200 new forms per year. So the length of shelves was even more extended for future capacity.

Space for new shelves was made by destroying old shelves for glass melting pots which were unused. New floor was made and all pipes were insulated to prevent a condensation of humidity. After new shelves were installed, every form was put to its place. All shelves were named and also marked. To every cell in shelf was given a location. In one cell can be more than one form [Figure 5].

After that the card system could be implemented. Cards were given to forms one by one, information about forms and location were written on cards manually. On the board near to an entrance to the storage map of storage with names of shelves was placed, for faster orientation in the storage. When every form got its place and card, database of all forms was made. State of form can be: in storage, in manufacturing, eliminated, in replacement, boiling.

When demand comes, the manager of manufacturing can find the state and location of the form in the database of forms. The form can be found only in several minutes and no doubled forms are made now.

3. Results and Discussion

As a result of implementation of the card system is well managed storage of tools [Figure 6]. This system can be very cheap and simple and also effective way to manage it. System itself reduces wastes like walking and searching for the specific tool. It pushes employees to have well organized and clean storage with no tools laying on each other. The biggest weakness of this system is the need of actual data in database, that could be problem with long term discipline of employees.

Reduction rate of wastes is depending on every case where this system would be implemented. During implementation it is possible to reach other optimizations in storage like elimination of parts and materials which are not intended for this storage. Implementation of card system to storage is very cheap. Only costs are to print the cards, make board and card holders to shelves. Other costs are connected with renovation of storage area, not with the system itself.

Functionality of card system was verified by case study in glass manufacturing company. Searching time after implementation had rapidly decreased. No doubled forms are in storage now. Overall time improvement was approximately from former 20-60 minutes to 5-10 minutes. Searching time was shortened by approximately 20% [Fig. 7]. Improvement by 20% is ordinary rate of
improvement in Lean projects [12, 13]. This means that Card system of storage managing works well.

4. Conclusions

The Card control system is universal low-cost solution for storages of tools (such as forms and other) in companies where custom manufacturing is the main part of production. This system allows to organize storage in a way that any tool can be found in very short time, but it is also very cheap to implement compared to solutions with software support. Rate of improvement is depending on a specific case, as results of case study shows it is possible to reach at least 20% reduction of searching time.
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